Starfish Daily
Stories

Today the starfish explored the new balls. Each ball had different object in side like feathers, bells, heart shaped beads and different colour glitter.
The children rolled the balls around the room watching the objects
inside move arounds.
Balls are a great way to get the children moving around and work on
there gross motor skills and hand-eye coordination.

Today the starfish learnt about different colours.

On the mat there were toys grouped into colours, as
we played on the mat, we named the colours and had
a look at all the different toys of that colour.
We also read a book all about colours and sang a song
‘’I can sing a rainbow’’
We used different toys and shapes and named the colour s as for babies seeing full colour doesn't happen to
around 8 months of time, but using the different
shapes can help them identify the different colours.

Enjoying the little bit of warm weather outside today. As
we haven't had the ball pit in the room for a while Arden
jumped right in. Amelia also hope in the ball pit to explore . As they were in the ball pit Arden was throwing the
balls out for her friends that were not in the ball pit. Jonathan would throw them back to her. Alina explored the soft
obs course rolling on the tubes and climbing up the mats.
Amelia and Arden soon joins climbing and working there
way around the obs course. Jonathan was a little unsure
and watched as his friends did that.

LO 3.2 – Children take increasing responsibility for their own health & physical well-being
LO 1.3 – Children develop knowledgeable & confident self - identities
LO 1.4 – Children learn to interact in relation to others with care, empathy & respect
LO 5.1 – Children interact verbally & non-verbally with others for a range of purposes

As the weather is getting colder the children aren't spending as much time
out. So using the upstairs outdoor area may be a good idea as we move
more into winter.
The children seem to enjoy the way the mat was set up with the groups of
colours and something we will continue to do and explore.

